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25 of 26 review helpful contemporary metaphysical classic By Micah Newman Peter van Inwagen s _Material 
Beings_ is an excellent book Van Inwagen defends with great skill and cogency the contention that the only real 
material beings are physical simples on the one hand and living organisms on the other There is much to be learned 
from this book whether one ultimately accepts its conclusions or not And as an example of According to Peter van 
Inwagen visible inanimate objects do not strictly speaking exist In defending this controversial thesis he offers fresh 
insights on such topics as personal identity commonsense belief existence over time the phenomenon of vagueness and 
the relation between metaphysics and ordinary language A fascinating densely argued and highly original book on the 
metaphysics of material objects The objections van Inwagen raises to the standard views on material parthood are not 
easily answered Moreover his examination of the topic of personal identity i 
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